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1.

Introduction

Let G be a finite group. In this paper a G-space means a complex Grepresentation space of finite dimension. For a G-space V we denote by S(V)
its unit sphere with respect to some G-invariant inner product. After torn
Dieck [1] and [2] we call two G-spaces V and W oriented homotopy equivalent
if there exists a G-map /: S(V)->S(W) such that for each subgroup H of G
the induced map fH:S(V)H-*S(W)H
on the ίf-fixed point sets has degree one
with respect to the coherent orientations which are inherited from the complex
structures on VH and WH. Let R(G) be the complex G-representation ring,
Rh(G) the additive subgroup of R(G) consisting of x= V— W such that V and
W are oriented homotopy equivalent, and RQ(G) the additive subgroup of R(G)
consisting of x=V—W such that dim F^=dim WH for all the subgroups H of
G. We denote by/(G) the quotient group RQ(G)jRh(G).
If G has a normal cyclic subgroup A and a Sylow ^-subgroup H such that
G is the semidirect product of H by A, we call G a hyperelementary group. Especially if G is the direct product of A and H, we call G an elementary group,
torn Dieck showed that for an arbitrary finite group G the restriction homomorhpism fromy(G) to the direct sum of j(K) is injective, where K runs over the
hyperelementary subgroups of G ([1; Proposition 5.1]). Our purpose of this
paper is to consider oriented homotopy equivalence for hyperelementary groups
and to give a sufficient condition for a hyperelementary group to have a splitting
property defined below.
Choose an integer m which is a multiple of the orders of the elements of G,
and let Q(m) be the field obtained by adjoining the m-th roots of unity to Q,
where Q is the field of rational numbers. The Galois group T=T(m) of
Q(nϊ) over Q acts on R(G) via its action on character value. Actually T acts
on the set Irr(G) of isomorphism classes of irreducible G-spaces. Let Z[T]
be the integral group ring of Γ, and 7(Γ) its augmentation ideal. Then we
have R0(G)=I(Γ)R(G).
We put JR1(G)-/(Γ)J«0(G). According to [3] we have
R1(G)C.Rh(G). Let us say that G has Property 1 if #ι(G) coincides with Rh(G).
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For example the abelian groups and the ^-groups have Property 1, and some
hyperelementary groups do not have Property 1 (see [1] and [6]). In section 3
we obtain other groups which have Property 1.
For each orbit C^X(G)=Irr(G)/Γ, we let F(C) be the free abelian group
on elements of C. Then we have R(G)= (&ct=x(&F(C)- Let fc be the canonical
projection from R(G) to F(C). Let us say that G has Property 2 (we called
this a splitting property) if for each element x of Rh(G) and each element C of
X(G) fc(x) belongs to Rh(G). This property is of our interest. If G has Property 1, then G has Property 2; the converse is not true. It is remarkable
that Rh(G) is determined by oriented homotopy equivalence between the irreducible G-spaces if G has Property 2.
Our main results are Theorems 6.11 and 6.12, and the latter indicates the
importance of Property 2. Additionally we give a counter example to [1;
Proposition 5.2] in section 7.
The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor M. Nakaoka and
Professor K. Kawakubo for their kind advice.
2. Preparation
Let S(G) the set of normal subgroups of G. If a G-space V is given we
write V=®ff€ΞS(G)V(H)9
where V(H) collects the faithful irreducible G/ίί-subspaces (see [2; p. 252]).
Lemma 2.1 ([2]). // x=V-W<EΞRh(G),
x(H)= V(H)- W(H)EΞRh(G).

then for all H^S(G) we have

Let V and PFbe G-spaces. If / is an NG(//)-map from S(V)H to S(W)H
and g is an element of G, then there uniquely exists an N^gHg'^-map h from
S(V)gHg~l to S(W)gHg~l such that the following diagram is commutative:
H

S(V)

-C S(W)H
h

S(V)gHg~l -> S(W)gHg'1
where g* are the maps canonically given by the actions of g.
Proposition 2.2. Let V and W be G-spaces. We have VH—WH<^
Rh(NG(H)) if and only if we have
VgHg~l-WgHg~l^Rh(NG(gHg-1)).
Proof. This proposition follows from the fact that each g* of the above
diagram preserves the orientation of the sphere.
Let V and Wbt G-spaces such that dim VH=dim WH for all subgroups H
of G (i.e. V- W^R0(G)). We put n=dim F(-dim W). If g is an element of
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G, g has n eigenvalues aλ(g)y ~,an(g) (resp. b^g), —,bn(g)) with respect to its
action on V (resp. W). We reorder (#,-(#)) and (i, (g)) as follows: there is an
integer k such that for eachy<& we have aj(g)=bj(g)=l and for eachy^>& we
have #X£)Φ1 and 6>(^)Φ1. We get an algebraic integer z(g) defined by

where we put (1— bj(g))l(ί— aj(g))=l for j<k. Summing up these algebraic
integers z(g) over the elements g of G we have an integer P=P(G\ W—V), that
is,

Lemma 2.3 (due to T. Petrie). Let V and W be G-spaces as above. V and
W are oriented homotopy equivalent if and only if the following two conditions (i)
and (ii) are satisfied.
(i) For each non-trivial subgroups H of G (i.e. H φ {1} ), we have VH— WH e
Rk(NG(H)).
(ii) It holds that P(G\ W-F) = 0 mod | G | .
Provided (i), then (ii) is equivalent to the condition: P(G\ V—W) =
Omod|G|.
Let s be a positive integer, and V a G-space of dimension n. We are going
to define an element Q(s\ V) of R(G). Let tf(l), •• ,x(ri) be indeterminates,
and y(i) the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree i for each
We define a polynomial Q of jy(l), 9 yy(n) by
Q(y(ί), .. ,χθ, ...,y(n))
We define ρ(*; V) by

where PJV is the /-fold exterior power of V. By the usual identification we
let Q(s\ V) (g) stands for trace (g\ Q(s\ V)). Then it holds that
(2.4)

ρ(r, V)(g) = Π (l+βXΛ+

+βXί)-1) ,

where ^ι(^), •••, an(g) are all the eigenvalues of g on V.
we have

(2.5)
for each subgroup if of G.

Since £)($;
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3. A few remasks about Property 1
Let L be a finite abelian group. We denote the integral group ring of L
by Z[L], the augmentation ideal of Z[L] by 7(L), i.e.

, and Σ *(*) - 0} ,
where Z is the ring of integers.
Proposition 3.1. We have the following.
(i) For x, x'^L, it holds that XX'—XΞΞX'— 1 mod /(L)2.
(ii) For x^L and #eZ, it holds that zx—zl=x*—l mod/(L)2.
(iii) /(L)//(L)2 w isomorphic to L.
Since the proof is straightforward, we omit it.
Let G be a direct product HxK as finite group. We denote by φ the
Euler function, that is, for a positive integer n φ(ri) is the number of the units
ofZ.=Z/(«).
Proposition 3.2. Let V be an irreducible H-space, and W an irreducible Kspace. Assume (φ(\H\ ), dim W)=(φ(\K\ ), dim V)= 1 . Then for an element

x belongs to Rι(G) if and only if Reside Rι(H) and Re$κX^Rι(K)y where z(γ)
are integers.
Proof. The only if part is clear. We are going to prove the if part. Γ
acts on the orbits T(V ® W), TV and TW which are subsets of Irr(G), Irr(H)
and Irr(K) respectively. Let Tv®w , Tv and Γ^ be the isotropy subgroups of
V®W, V and W respectively. We have TV9W=TVΪ\TW. Put M=TJTV
and N=-Γ/TW. The order of M (resp. N) divides φ ( \ H \ ) (resp. φ(\K\)).
Since x^R0(G)y there exists μ^Γ such that

We put y=(μ— 1) (F0W7). Resg^eΛ^) and Resf x^R^K) are equivalent
to Res£ y^R^H) and Rcsi^e/?^) respectively. We have Res^jy=(dim W)
(μ—\)V. By Proposition 3.1 (ii) it holds that

Res£ y e R^H) implies μ dim ^ e Γ7. Since ( | M \ , dim W) - 1 , we have μ e Γκ.
In the same way we obtain μ^ΓV. Therefore we have μ^Tv®w\ this means
j=0 in R(G). Consequently x belongs to Rι(G).
For a group G we denote by C*(G) its center.

Since the dimensions of the
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irreducible G-spaces divide | G/C(G) \ , we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. If both H and K have Property 1 and if it holds that
(\HIC(H)\,φ(\K\))=(\KIC(K)\,φ(\H\))==l,then
G=ΠχK has Property 1.
As the abelian groups and the p-groups have Property 1, we have the
following.
Corollary 3.4. Let H be an abelian group, and K a p-group.
(φ(\H\ ), p)=l, then G=HxK has Property 1.

Provided

Corollary 3.5. Let H be a p-group and K a q-group. Provided (p, q) =
(p, q—l)=(q)p—l)=l9 then G=HxK has Property 1.
4. The irreducible spaces of the hyperelementary group
Let G have a normal cyclic subgroup A and a Sylow/>-subgrouρ H such that
G is the semidirect product of H by A, that is, G is a hyperelementary group.
The irreducible representations of G can be constructed by the method of little
group of Wigner and Mackey (see [7; 8.2]).
Since A is cyclic, its irreducible representations form a group Y. The
group G acts on Y by

for £^G, %e Y, a^A. This action induces the action of G on the set Irr(A)
of irreducible ^4-sρaces. For V^Irr(A) and g^G, we have an irreducible Aspace g*V by this action. Let \V(i): ί^YjH} be a system of representatives
for the orbits of H. For each ίe Y//f, let H(ί) be the subgroup of H consisting of those elements h such that h#V(i)=V(i), and let G(i)—AH(ΐ) be the
corresponding subgroup of G. We can canonically extend V(i) to the G(z)space, that is, h^H(i) acts trivially on V(i). Let W be an irreducible ίf(/)-space
W can be extended to G(/)-space, too. By taking the tensor product of V(i)
and W we obtain an irreducible G(*)-space V(ι)®W. Then Ind%(i}V(ή®W
is irreducible, moreover each irreducible G-space is obtained in this way ([7;
Proposition 25]).
We denote by CH(A) the centralizer of A in H, i.e.

CH(A) = igeH: g-lag = a for all a^A} .
Proposition 4.1. // the kernel of Indg(OF(i)® W is {!}, then the kernel of
the A-space V(i) is {!}, and H(i)=CH(A).
Proof. This comes from the fact that ker F(z)cker Indg (0 {V(i)®W} .
Since CH(A) is normal in H, H acts on Irr(CH(A)) by
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where g^H, h^H, and Xw is the corresponding character to

W^Irr(CH(A)).

Proposition 4.2. Put K=CH(A), and let V be an irreducible A-space with
the trivial kernel, W an irreducible K-space and h an element of H. Then we have

Proof. If we identify the representation spaces with the corresponding
characters, by direct calculation we have
G

{lnά AκV®(h*W)}(g)

G

for each

= lnά AK{(h-^V)®W}(g)

Proposition 4.3. We have the following.
(i) 7 Indg(0 V(i)® W= Indg (0 (γF(0)®(ΎWO for <yeΓ.
(ii) ResSlndg (0 F(0®PF=Indf (0 W^
(iii) Res$Ind%(i)V(i)®W=dimW
θ
v

'•

(iv) // ker Indg(0 Γ(ι)® ϊΓ=ker Indgω V(f)®W, then we have H(ι)=H(j).
Proof, (i) : This holds clearly.
(ii): Since H\GjG(i) consists of the only one coset, (ii) follows from the
Mackey decomposition.
(iii): Since A\G/G(i) can be identified with HIH(i), we have (iii) by the
Mackey decomposition.
(iv): Put !7=Indg(oF(£)®ίPand U'=Ind%ωV(j)®W.
From ker U=
ker U' we have ker ResS C/^ker ResS U'. By (iii) we have ker V(i)=ker V(j).
This implies H(i)=H(j).
Proposition 4.4. Put K=CH(A)ί and let V be an irreducible A-space with
the trivial kernel, U and W irreducible K-spaces. Set M=IndAκV®U and
N= IndAK V® W. Provided ΓM=£ΓN as subset of Irr(G), then we have

)^ {0}.
Proof. For γeΓ we have
γRes£Λf=
by Proposition 4.3 (ii). Proposition 4.2 implies Ind^ V®(h*U)^TM.
^, we have

for each γeΓ, γ'eΓ, [h]^H/K
consequence of Propoitions 4.4.

and [h']<=H/K.

Since

This relation yields the
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NG(L)=CA(L)Nff(L).

Proof. Let a and h are elements of A and H respectively. If ah^NG(L),
we have (ah)~1Lah=L, consequently a~1La=hLh~1. For each g^L, there exists
A'eίf such that a~1ga=hf. Then we have a-l(gag-l)=h'g-l<=Aΐ\H.
This
l
1
l
means that a~ gag~ =l and h'g~ =l. Therefore we have ga=agy that is, we
have a<=CA(L). This yields L=hLh~1. We obtain h^NH(L). The above
argument shows NG(L) C CA(L)NH(L). On the other hand NG(L) ID CA(L)NH(L)
holds obviously. Hence we have NG(L)=CA(L)NH(L).
Let h be an element of H, then h acts on the generators a of A by

A Λ = hah'1 .
Let L be the subset of H consisting of elements h such that
Γ(A) = Π 4
*<=<*>•«

is not equal to the unit element 1 of G, where a is a fixed generator of A, and
<(hy a is the orbit of α with respect to the above action of the group <A)>
generated by h. L is defined independently of the choice of α.
Proposition 4.6. The above L is a subgroup of H.
Proof. If h<=ΞK=CH(A\ we have <A>-a={e}. This implies Γ(A)Φ1.
We get L^)K, moreover we see that L is the union of several cosets of H/K.
We
remark that H/K is a cyclic ^-group. If we can show that h^L implies hm
for l^m^py we see that L is a subgroup of H.
Suppose l^m<ρ. Since <A> fl=<A*> α, AeL implies A w eL.
Let A be an element of H—K, then we have the disjoint sum such that
y=o

If Γ(Λ*)=l,wehave

Therefore hp^L implies AφL; this means that AeL implies hp^L. This
completes the proof of Proposition 4.6.
Proposition 4.7. Pwί K=CH(A), and let V be an irreducible A space with
the trivial kernel ', PF « K-spacef a a generator of A and h an element of H. We
have the following.
(i) Provided h^H—L, the all eigenvalues of ah on Ind^ V®W are determined independently of the choice of the generator a of A.
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(ii) Provided h eL, ah does not have 1 as its eigenvalue on Ind^ V® W.
Here L is the group defined above.
As we can prove this by direct calculation, we omit the proof.
5. On the case:

G is generated by two elements

In this section G=AH will be a hyperelementary group such that H is
cyclic.
REMARK 5.1. Let K be a subgroup of H, then K is normal in H.
a 7£-space, then for any heίf we have h*W= W.

If J^is

Proposition 5.2. We have the following.
(i) Let U=Ind%(i)V(i)®W be an irreducible G-space. Then ker U==
(ker F(i))(ker W) holds, where ker V(i)c:A and ker Wc:H(i).
(ii) If irreducible G-spaces U and Uf have the same kernel, TU=TUf holds.
(iii) G has Property 2.
Proof, (i): By the definition of the induced representation and Remark
5.1 we obtain ker U7=(ker F(z))(ker W).
(ii): Suppose U= Indg(0 V(Ϊ)®W and U'= lnά^V(j)®W, then by
(i) we have ker F(z)=ker V(j) and ker W=ker W (see Proposition 4.3 (iv)).
Since both A and H(ι)=H(j) are cyclic, we have TV(i)=TV(j) and TW=TW.
From Proposition 4.3 (i) we obtain ΓU=ΓU'.
(iii): Lemma 2.1 and above (ii) imply (iii).
Proposition 5.3. Let V(ΐ) be an irreducible A-space as before, W an H(i)space and 7 an element of Γ. Put x=Inά%(i}{(γV(i))®W— V(i)®W}.
Then
x belongs to Rh(G) if and only if Rescco x belongs to Rh(G(i)).
Proof. The only if part is clear. We will prove the if part by induction
on |G|. If |-4|=1 or I//|=1 then Proposition 5.3 is trivial. Make the
inductive hypothesis: for each hyperelementary group of the same type as G
has and of smaller order than |G| Proposition 5.3 is valid.
We assume that ReSc(o# belongs to Rh(G(i)). By Lemma 2.1 and the
inductive hypothesis it is sufficient to prove the proposition in the case:
V(i)({\})=V(i) and W({\})= W. In this case we have XL=0 in R(NG(L)) for
each non-trivial subgroup L of G. By Lemma 2.3 we complete the proof if we
showP=P(G; x) = 0 mod|G |. Choose a positive integer s such that
γ(exp (2πV^ϊ/1A \)) = exp (2^V/:ΓT/ \A \ ) and s = 1 mod \H\.
By (2.4) and (2.5) we have
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mod |G I

where n=dim Indg (ί) V(i)®W. Since s=\ mod \H\, we have P=0 mod \H\.
On the other hand Resc(o# ^Rh(G(i)) implies Resίί x e Rh(A) we have
P(A\ Resίί x)= 0 mod \A\.From (2.5) we obtain
Σ f*te)-0(*; Indg (0 7(0® B0(*)> = 0 mod 1,41.
The left hand side of the above relation is equal to I—/. This means that P=0
mod \A\. Consequently we have P=0 mod |G|. This completes the proof.
Proposition 5.4. Let V(i) be an irreducible A-space as before, and U and
W H(ι)-spaces. Put *=Indg(0 (V(ι)®U-V(Ϊ)®W).
Then x belongs to Rh(G)
if and only if Res£ x belongs to Rh(H).
Proof. The only if part is clear. We will prove the if part by induction on
IG I . If I -41 = 1 or I Jff I = 1 then Proposition 5.4 is trivial. Make the inductive hypothesis: for each hyperelementary group of the same type as G and of
smaller order than | G | Proposition 5.4 is valid.
We assume that Res# x belongs to Rh(H). By Lemma 2.1 and the inductive
hypothesis it is sufficient to prove the proposition in the case: V(ί) (\\})=V(i),
U({\}}= U and W({l\)=W. Since K=CH(A) is cyclic, those conditions imply
U-W~7W0-W0modR1(K)y
where WQ is some irreducible .K-space with the trivial kernel and γ is some
element of Γ. Without loss of generality we may assume that W=W0 and
U=jWQ. By this assumption we have xL=0 for each non-trivial subgroup L
of G. If we show that P=P(G\ #)=Omod|G|, by Lemma 2.4 we obtain
Proposition 5.4. Choose a positive integer s such that

and SEE! mod \A\.
By (2.4) and (2.5) we have

mod |G|

where w=dim Indc(o V(ί)®W.
Since ί= 1 mod \ A \ , we have P=0 mod \A \ .
On the other hand, R^x^Rh(H) implies P(H\ Res|ίc) = Oπιod|flΊ. From
(2.5) we obtain

Σ {*(g)-Q(s\ /ndg (0 V(ι)®W)(g)} =0 mod \H \ .
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The left hand side of the above relation is equal to l—s*. This means that
P=0 mod \H\. Consequently we have P=0 mod | G \ .
Proposition 5.5. Let V(i) be an irreducible A-space as before, W an
irreducible H(i)-space) and 7 and γ' elements of Γ. Put x=IndG(i)
{j(V)®(j'W)
— V®W}. Then x belongs to Rh(G) if and only if Resg(0*e/2Λ(G(ί)) and
Proof. The only if part is clear. We prove the if part. Put
y = Indg(0 {(ΎV(i))®(7'W)-(ΎV(i))®W}

and

z = Indg(0 {(ΎV(ΐ))®W- V(Ϊ)®W} .
We have x=y+z\ we have Res£ x= Res£j>. Re$ffX^Rh(H)
means that
RtSffy^Rh(H).
By Proposition 5.4 we have y^Rh(G). This and Resc(o#e
Rh(G(i)) imply Resg(, )*eJ2Λ(G(i)). By Proposition 5.3 we have z<=Rh(G).
Consequently we have x=
6. Hyperelementary groups and Property 2
In this section G = AH will be a hyperelementary group such that all
the elementary subgroups of the quotient groups of the subgroups of G have
Property 2.
REMARK. If an elementary group K= A xH satisfies one of the conditions:
(i) (φ( I A I ), />)=!, (ϋ) I H \ ^p4 and (iii) H is metacyclic, then K has Property 2.
Let R(G9 /) be the subgroup of R(G) built from the irreducible G-spaces
which yield faithful ^4-sρaces when they are restricted to A. Put Rh(G,f) =
R(G, f) Π Rh(G), and Λ0(G, f)=R(G9
Proposition 6.1. Let x be an element of Rh(G, /), B a subgroup of A and K
a subgroup of CH(B). Then for each C^X(G)=Irr(G)lT we have Resijr/c(*)e
Rh(BK).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the proposition in the case that K=CH(B).
In this case we have Kc:CH(A). Put L=CH(A). Let V be an irreducible Aspace with the trivial kernel, and U and W irreducible L-spaces. If
Γ Ind%L F(g)ί/ΦΓ Ind%L V®W, we have
<Γ Resi^ Ind^L V®U, Γ Res^ Ind^L V®W\K= {0}
by Proposition 4.4. Since BK has Property 2 by the assumption, we have
for each C tΞX(G).
Proposition 6.2. Put K=CH(A), and let V be an irreducible A-space with
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the trivial kernel, W a K-space and 7 an element of Γ. Put x= Ind^ {(7 V) ® W—
V®W} . Then x belongs to Rh(G) if and only if for each subgroup B of A and
L= CH(B) we have ResgL x e Rh(BL) .
Proof. The only if part is clear. We will prove the if part by induction on
\G\. If \A\=l or \H\=l, then Proposition 6.2 is trivial. Make the inductive hypothesis: for each hyperelementary group which satisfies the same condition as G satisfies and whose order is smaller than | G \ Proposition 6.2 is valid.
Assume that for each B^.Λ and L=CH(B) we have ResJL x^Rh(BL).
Firstly we get x^R0(G). By Propositions 3.1, 4.3, 4.4 and 6.1 it is sufficient to
prove the proposition in the case that there exist a positive integer r, an irreducible
K-space U and elements h(nί) of H, l^m^r, such that

By Propositions 3.1 and 4.2 we have
IndSjr {(7V)®h(m)*U-V®h(m)*U}=Ind%κ\(7V)®U-V®U}

mod JR^G).

This enables us to assume that W itself is irreducible.
Assertion 6.3.

Let M φ {1} be a subgroup of G

We have xM<=Rh(NG(M)).

Proof. If AΠM^F {!}, then we have xM=Q in R(NG(M)).
We assume
A Π M= {1} . In this case M is conjugate to a subgroup of H. By Proposition
2.2 we may assume MdH. By Proposition 4.5 we have NG(M)=CA(M)NH(M).
The proof is divided into the following three cases.

Case 1.

CA(M)*A

Put B=CA(M)> L=CH(B) and y=Resgιr x.

We have

y = IndSf {(7 Res^ V)® W-(Resi V)®W} .
By Proposition 25 of [7; 8.2] we have y in another form as follows:
y = IndSf {(7 Res£ V)® C7-(Resi V)® U} ,
where U is an L-space. For a subgroup C of β, we put N=CH(C)', we have
RescJv^^RescjvtfG.R/^CΛf) by the assumption. By the inductive hypothesis
y belongs to Rh(BH). This implies xM=yM<=Rh(NG(M)).

Case 2. CA(M)=A and NH(M)*H
Put N=NG(M), D=H Π N, E=K Π N and j-Res^ x, then we have

y= Ihl&H/
Σ
By Proposition 3.1 we have
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y=

Σ

Ind££ {(γF)®(Resf hJV)- F®(Resf h*W) mod
ϊε {{7V)®U-V®U}

,

where
U=

θ

Reef A* W .

For a subgroup 5 of ./4 and L= CD(B) we have Res£L y = ResiL x e Rh(BL). We
have y^Rh(NG(M)) by the inductive hypothesis. This implies #M=j;Me
Rk(NG(M)).
Case 3. NG(M)=G
We have reduced the problem to the case that ίF is irreducible. In this
case InάGAX(jV)®W and lnάGAK V®W are irreducible. If (IndS* F® PF)MΦ
{0}, then we have (IndS* F®ϊF)M=IndSjr F®ίF. We get ker lκάGAX V®W
^M. By the inductive hypothesis we have x^Rh(G). This completes the
proof of Assertion 6.3.
6.2.

If we show P=P(G\ #) = 0 mod j G \ , we complete the proof of Proposition
Choose a positive integer s such that
and s=ί mod \H\.

By (2.4) and (2.5) we have
mod |G |.

Since ί= 1 mod |fl"| , we have /*=() mod \H \ . On the other hand there exist
integers nc for the cyclic subgroups C of H such that
P= <7<H2: cyclic Λc^G ResSc*).
If we can show P(G\ Res^c Λ) = 0 mod \A\, we see that P=0 mod \ A \ \ consequently we obtain P = 0 mod | G | . P(G Res^c x) = 0 mod | -4 1 , follows from
the following assertion.
Assertion 6.4.
Proof.
J=

For ^^A cyclic subgroup C of H, we have Res^c

Put y= Res^ c Λ; and M= C f ] K .
Σ

where

U=

θ

We have
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Since we have Resi^— Res^M^^^^^) by the assumption, we have Res^c x
=y^Rh(AC) by Proposition 5.3. This completes the proof of Assertion 6.4.
Proposition 6.5. Put K=CH(A), and let V be an irreducible A-space with
the trivial kernel, WaK-space and 7 an element of Γ. Put x= Ind^ {V®(jW) —
V ® W} . Then x belongs to Rh(G) if and only if Res£ x belongs to Rk(H).
Proof. The only if part is clear. We will prove the if part by induction on
| G | . If 1 ,4 1=1 or I #"|=1, then the proposition is trivial. Make the inductive hypothesis: for each hyperelementary group which satisfies the condition
stated at the beginning of this section and whose order is smaller than | G \
Proposition 6.5 is valid.
We assume Res%x<=Rh(H) and \A\ φl. Firstly we have x<=R0(G). By
Propositions 3.1, 4.3, 4.4 and 6.1 it is sufficient to 'prove the proposition in the
case that there exist a positive integer r, an irreducible .K-space U and elements
h(nί) of H, Ifgwr^r, such that

By Propositions 3.1 and 4.2 we have
Ind$κ {V®(7h(m)*U)-V®(h(m)*U)}ΞΞlnd%κ

{V®(<γU)-V®U} mod^(G).

This enables us to assume that W itself is irreducible.
Assertion 6.6.
Rh(NG(L)).

Let L be a non-trivial subgroup of G.

We have xl£Ξ

Proof. Since A acts freely on Ind%κ F®γWand on Ind%κ V ®W except
the origins, it is sufficient to prove the assertion in the case that L (Ί A= {1} . In
this case L is conjugate to a subgroup of H. By Proposition 2.2 we may assume
Lc#. Then we have NG(L)=CA(L)NH(L) by Proposition 4.5. We divide the
proof into the following three cases.
Case 1. CA(L)ΦA
We put B=CA(L) and y=Res%H x. We have
y = Ind Sf {(ResS F)®(τWO-(Res£ V)®W} .
Put M=CH(B), then we have
y = Ind|£{(Res£ F)®(γ Indf P^)-(Resi V)®(Ind%W)}

.

On the other hand we have ResBHy=ResHX^Rh(H).
By the inductive hypol
L
thesis we have y e Rh(BH) . This implies x =y e Rh(NG(L)) .
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Case 2. CA(L)=A and NH(L)*H
Put M=NH(L), N=NG(L), D=K Γ) M and >>=Res£ *. We have N=AM
y=
—

Σ

Ind2D {(A*F)®(y Resg >

^j

J.nQ.^j5 \*

LΛjCΞ.fl/.ZζJa

vS'vV -tvCS^ **$t*ι

= Ind2c{F<S>(7C7)-F®[/} ,
where

17=

Θ

Since we have ResMj=ResM^^ΛA(M), by the inductive hypothesis we get
y^Rh(N). This implies xl=yL^Rl,(NG(L)).
CaseS. NG(L)=G
When W7 is irreducible, IndS* J7®^7 and IndSj? ΓΘTW 7 are irreducible.
This implies that xL=x or 0 in Λ(G). If ccL=0, Assertion 6.6 is clearly valid.
If χL=χ, then L is included in the kernel of x. By the inductive hypothesis
we obtain x^Rh(G). This completes the proof of Assertion 6.6.
6.5.

If we show P=P(G\ #) = 0 mod | G | , we complete the Proof of Proposition
As usual choose a positive integer s such that
and f=

By (2.5) we have
J> =g^β
Σ {*te)-0(*; IndS* F®JΓ)(^)} mod |G|.
By the inductive hypothesis, for each proper subgroup B of A we have
Resg# χζΞRh(BH).
This implies P(Bff; Resi* x) = 0 mod | JSίί | . Therefore
we have
P==

Σ

aheAa : <β> =A

{z(άk)-Q(s\ lnάGAK V®W)(ah)} mod \H \ .

By Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 we have
PΞΞ

Σ

{*(**)-£>(*; IndSjr F®^)(αA)} mod \H\

where L is the group given in Proposition 4.6, φ is the Euler function.
Res£ xtΞRh(L) and (2.5) imply

Σ
Ae£MAM
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Since φ( | A \ ) is a multiple of | H/K \ and | L \ a multiple of | K \ , we have

V®W)(h)} mod \ H \ .
From ResHX^Rh(H), we have P=Omod|ίZ"|. On the other hand for the
cyclic subgroups C of H there exist integers nc such that

P=

Σ
: cyclic

We obtain P=0mod|^l| from the following assertion; consequently we get
P=Omod|G|.
Assertion 6.7.
Proof.

For each cyclic subgroup C of H, we have Res^c

Put y= Res^ c x and D= C Π K, then we have

y = IhlGϋί/
Σ
=

Σ

where
ί/=:

Moreover we have Resc c j = Resc x^Rh(C). By Proposition 5.4 we have
y^.Rh(AC). This completes the proof of Assertion 6.9 consequently completes
the proof of Proposition 6.5.
Proposition 6.10. Put K^=CH(Λ)) and let V be an irreducible A-space with
the trivial kernel, WaK-space and γ an element ofΓ. Put #=Indίί*: {Ύ(V® W)—
V ® W} . Then x belongs to Rh(G) if and only if for each subgroup B of A and
L=CH(B) we have ResgL x(ΞRh(BL).
Proof. The only if part is clear. We prove the if part. Put y~
Ind$κ {v(V®W)-(7V)®W}
and z=lκάGAK {(jV)®W-V ®W} , then we
have x=y-}-z. Since Res£s=0, we have Resπy^Rh(H) by the assumption.
From Proposition 6.5 we obtain y^Rh(G). This yields that

Proposition 6.2 implies z&Rh(G).

Hence we conclude that

Theorem 6.11. Let G be a hyper elementary group such that all the elementary subgroups of the quotient groups of the subgroups of G have Property 2.
Then G has Property 2.
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Proof. We prove it by induction on | G | . If \A\ = 1 or | j f f | ^p, we
are aware that G has Property 2. Make the inductive hypothesis: each hyperelementary group which satisfies the same condition as G satisfies and whose order
is smaller than | G | has Property 2.
Let x be an elemant of Rk(G). By Lemma 2.1 and the inductive hypothesis
we may assume *({!})=*. This implies x&Rh(G9f).
Put K=CH(A). For
a fixed element C of X(G)9 there exist γeΓ, an irreducible ^4-space V and
an irreducible .KΓ-space W such that
mod^(G) .
By Propositions 6.1 and 6.10 we

getfc(x)<=Rh(G).

For a subgroup B of A, we get an elementary subgroup BCH(B) of G. Varying
By we obtain several elementary groups. Let E(G) be the set of all those elementary groups. Lemma 2.1 and Propositions 6.1 and 6.10 yield the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.12. In the same situation as in Theorem 6.11
Res: #0(G, /)/*»((?,/)- θ j(K)
Jζ€ΞBζ.(fj

is infective.

Therefore we obtain a naturally defined injection

y(G)-eB KE&IB*)
e J(K)
where B runs over the subgroups of A.
7. A closing example
Let A (resp. H) be the cyclic group of order 7 (resp. 5) which consists of the
7-th (resp. 5-th) roots of unity, and G the direct product of A and H. For
each integer / (resp. j) with Orgirgό (resp. 0^'^4) define the ^4-(resρ. H-)
representation vf (resp. Wj) by

Vi(z) = z* for z e A
(resp. Wj(z) = zj for
We denote by Vt (resp. Wj) the corresponding representation space to
Vi (resp. Wj). Define an element x of R(G) by

Then we have x^RQ(G)f]R(Gίf)'y
moreover we have Res^ x^Rk(A) and
Resf x^Rh(H). The x does not, however, belong to Rh(G). This is a counter
example to [1 Proposition 5.2].
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